


About Us
• Orlando International Airport (MCO)
Est. 1976
• Orlando Executive Airport (ORL)
Est. 1928 - Orlando’s FIRST airport

• Owned by City of Orlando
Operated, managed and maintained 
by Greater Orlando Aviation Authority   
(GOAA)



• 4th largest (area) in USA
• 10th busiest in USA
• Busiest airport in Florida 

• 50 million passengers per year
• Over 360,000 operations/yr
• 41.1B economic impact



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an aerial view of MCO. We have four parallel runways.Aircraft land and take off into the wind, so MCO conducts north and south flow operations based on the winds at the airport



Aviation Noise Sources
• Mechanical Noise
• Aerodynamic Noise
• Noise from Aircraft 

Systems 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
rotation of engine parts, most noticeable when fan blades reach supersonic speedsfrom the airflow around the surfaces of the aircraft, especially when flying low at high speedscockpit and cabin pressurization and conditioning systems, and aux. power units



Factors Affecting Aircraft Noise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally, departing aircraft are louder than arriving aircraft



• Age of aircraft 
• Distance to destination 
• Day vs. night 
• Cloud cover
• Weather 

Factors Affecting Aircraft Noise

Biggest Factor – Individual attitudes?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally, older jet aircraft are louder than newer onesAircraft departing for distant destinations are louder than those traveling to closer destinations (aircraft with greater fuel load cannot climb as rapidly)An aircraft arriving or departing at night is generally perceived to be louder than the same aircraft arriving or departing during the day. Low cloud cover may increase the noise level by reflecting noise back to the groundPilots may be directed to avoid thunderstorm activity by flying outside of normal arrival and departure routesIndividual attitudes are more important in determining reactions to noise than the level of noise exposure



Why Talk About 
Airport Noise 
at E2 Day?



Requires all Federal Agencies to:
• Evaluate environmental, social and economic effects of their 

proposed actions
• Provide opportunities for public review and comment

National Environmental Protection Act 
1970 (NEPA)



Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA)

Many responsibilities to NEPA, including 

…Airport Noise 

Result: A Bunch of Laws!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aircraft and airport noise are complex subject matters which have been studied for decades and are still the focus of many research efforts today.The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA):Catalyst for public awareness on aircraft noise issues in U.S.



Aviation Noise Abatement Policy (ANAP) 1976
Airport Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979
Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990

Identified responsibilities of the FAA, air carriers, 
airport executives, and local communities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The jet age ushered in concerns about airport noiseProvided a basis for the majority of noise abatement planning at airportsSince the mid-1970's, the number of people exposed to significant aviation noise exposure in the U.S. has declined from roughly 7 million to just over 400,000 today. At the same time, the number of enplanements (each enplanement equals one person flying on a single commercial flight) has increased from approximately 200 million in 1975 to over 850 million today. 14 C.F.R. Part 150.Optional for airports (not mandatory). .Study Establishes a Plan That Is:Is a vehicle for funding.Provides means of supporting noise control measures, but tied to FAA’s DNL 65 threshold.Recommendations on noise abatement procedures. 



Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
• Federal government reduces noise by controlling the source
• Funding for land acquisition, relocation assistance around 

airport to limit severe noise exposure
• Defines Compatible Land Use

BUT … Obligation to address airport noise problem is a local 
responsibility



FAA – Reduce Noise at Source

• Mandated changes in engine design – international standard
• Tied to airworthiness certification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identified responsibilities of the FAA, air carriers, airport executives, and local communitiesAir Carriers – retire, replace or retrofit older jets not at federal noise standardsAircraft noise is regulated through standards. These standards are set internationally and are applied when an aircraft is acquiring its airworthiness certification. The standard requires that the aircraft meet or fall below designated noise levels. For civil jet aircraft, there are four stages identified, with Stage 1 being the loudest and Stage 4 being the quietest. Established noise certification standards for the design of turbojet and transport category aircraft. Title 14 CFR Part 36, airworthiness tied to meeting engine noise stdsStage 2 – aircraft meet original noise limits set in 1969Stage 3 – more stringent limits , 1977Stage 4 –2006Stage 5 – 2015



Air Carriers
• Retire
• Replace 
• Retrofit older aircraft

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Placed a limit of the number of stage 2 aircraft allowed to operate in U.S. (most phased out by 1999)



What is Airport Noise?
NOISE : sound levels equal to or in excess of 
levels established by Federal guidelines to be 
considered an incompatible use.

Incompatible uses = residential, schools, 
churches etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Noise thresholds vary around the worldFederal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 150 identifies the 65 DNL as the sound level that is incompatible with residential, schools, hospitals, and other noise sensitive uses near airports. 



What is DNL?
• Day Night Average Sound Level (DNL)
• Average noise level over a 24-hour period over the course of a 

year.
• Noise occurring at night (10 pm – 7 am) increased by 10 dB
• 65 DNL noise contour line = “the line in the sand”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
65 DNL noise contour line = threshold limit for the determination of compatible and incompatible land uses to airport operations. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
AEDT is a software system that models aircraft performance in space and time to estimate fuel consumption, emissions, noise, and air quality consequences. AEDT is a comprehensive tool that provides information to FAA stakeholders on each of these specific environmental impacts. AEDT facilitates environmental review activities required under NEPA by consolidating the modeling of these environmental impacts in a single tool.AEDT is designed to model individual studies ranging in scope from a single flight at an airport to scenarios at the regional, national, and global levels. AEDT leverages geographic information system (GIS) and relational database technology to achieve this scalability and offers rich opportunities for exploring and presenting results. 



Measuring 
Airport Noise:
Part 150 Process
• FAA-approved 
• Noise Exposure Map 
• Noise Compatibility Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apprehension regarding safety of the noise sourceThe belief that noise is preventableAwareness of non-noise environmental problemsA general sensitivity to noiseThe perceived economic importance of the noise source



AEDT – Aviation 
Environmental 
Design Tool

• Noise
• Emissions
• Fuel consumption
• Air quality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AEDT is a software system that models aircraft performance in space and time to estimate fuel consumption, emissions, noise, and air quality consequences. AEDT is a comprehensive tool that provides information to FAA stakeholders on each of these specific environmental impacts. AEDT facilitates environmental review activities required under NEPA by consolidating the modeling of these environmental impacts in a single tool.AEDT is designed to model individual studies ranging in scope from a single flight at an airport to scenarios at the regional, national, and global levels. AEDT leverages geographic information system (GIS) and relational database technology to achieve this scalability and offers rich opportunities for exploring and presenting results. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
But despite this, sometimes people just go crazy, even though they knowingly moved close to an airportSo what can you do?Some things beyond our control – safety is always #1 priorityCarrier demand determines # fltsTraffic is increasing; as a public airport, we cannot impose restrictions on flight timesGrowth in international traffic means more early AM arrivals to make domestic connectionsWe are the economic engine of our central Florida communityAchieved by continually striving to acquire new air service To sustain the growth as part of City of Orlando growth management plan



Complexities of 
Florida Airspace

Prohibited / Restricted 
airspace along both coasts
• Contains 4 of the Core 30 

airports in USA
• Fastest growing region in 

USA
• Part of busiest aviation 

corridor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates the constraints and challenges in our airspace as described earlier by Mr. BrownFL contains the most major airports of any state The restricted airspace around our military and space travel installations, the blue shaded areas on the map, require that aircraft from all over the US and the world are funneled up and down our narrow peninsula







How Do We Manage Noise?
Collaboration

• Voluntary noise abatement procedures 
• Purchased land for buffer zones/easements
• Manage expectations of public
• ANAC, noise advisories, meetings with local 

officials, METRA E2 Day



Preferential South Flow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preferred runway use – south flow opsDepartures are louder, since a/c are using full thrustPut in place in 80s – what do you think happened when Lake Nona was built?



Voluntary – North Departures 
Noise Abatement Targets



Voluntary Nighttime Noise 
Abatement Heading



Best Practice: 
No Early Turns on South Departures

2200 – 0700
No turns until 
specified 
altitude
[and when 
conditions 
permit]



Designated 
Engine 
Run-Up 
Areas



ORL “FLY FRIENDLY” HELICOPTER ROUTES
NORTH ALONG BENNETT RD.

WEST ALONG SR 408 OR COLONIAL DR. EAST ALONG SR 408 OR COLONIAL DR.

NO DEPARTURES TO SOUTH



City of Orlando/Orange 
County Ordinances

Aircraft Noise Overlay 
District –
• Compatible land use zoning, 

planning & development
• Construction standards for sound 

insulation
• prohibit incompatible land uses in 

the areas surrounding MCO & ORL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
protect the health, safety, and welfare of persons and property in the vicinity of MCO & ORLreduce noise and safety hazards associated with aircraft operations, to preserve the operational stability of the airports, and assist in the implementation of policies and recommendations found in the City's Growth Management Plan 



2020 Forecast 65 DNL vs 2015 Actual 65 DNL



No Residences 
within 65 DNL –
No sound 
insulation 
program





Responsive to Community –
Noise is Subjective

• Aviation Noise Abatement Committee [est. 1978]
• Noise Abatement Officer
• Noise Abatement Hotline
• Public flight tracker
• Electronic complaints

https://flighttracker.casper.aero/mco/


What Lies Ahead?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Federal Aviation Administration is solely responsible for air traffic in the United StatesThe Orlando FAA unit comprises an air traffic control tower, and a radar control facilityAir traffic controllers at Orlando are separating traffic between more than 50 airports, 12 of which have more than 77 instrument approachesThe airspace is complex



Part of modernization of the National Airspace System 
Satellite technology used to create more direct air routes, highly 
efficient climbs and descents, and routes that are automatically 
separated from one another. 

• INCREASE capacity and efficiency
• REDUCE aircraft track mileage

• REDUCE fuel consumption
• REDUCE CO2 emissions

South Central 
Florida Metroplex

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term “NextGen” has applied to all of the FAA’s modernization efforts, which include technology as well as proceduresThe FAA uses the term “metroplex” for its airspace optimization effortsMCO is part of the South Central Florida Metroplex



Performance Based Navigation (PBN)



• Stay at cruise altitude as long as 
possible before starting descent 

• Once on descent, reduce engine 
power to near idle 

• Fly down a smooth and gradual 
glide path on arrival and final 
approach to runway

Performance Based Navigation (PBN)
Optimized Profile Descents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metroplex features include optimized profile descents, where arrivals remain higher, with engines at lower, quieter power settingsOptimal climb profiles allow continual climbs, higher earlier



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metroplex features include optimized profile descents, where arrivals remain higher, with engines at lower, quieter power settingsOptimal climb profiles allow continual climbs, higher earlier



Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have shown you that aircraft altitudes are controlled solely by the FAA, and they have not changed significantly in recent yearsWe have explained what NextGen is, and although it is not in place yet in Florida, the airport and the FAA will engage with local communities to ensure that residents have the opportunity to learn and provide input before any changes are implementedWhat has changed is the growth in air traffic, both in Orlando and in the nation as a wholeAs a former air traffic control officer in the RCAF, I work closely with Orlando ATC, and I follow MCO operations closely, as a member of the airport team, and with the interests of our neighbours and airport users in mindIn addition, we have the aviation noise abatement committee, an advisory group of citizens from communities in the greater Orlando area that has been in place since 1978 and liaises between the airports and local residents, to help us ensure that your concerns are heard, evaluated and responded toDo know that we will continue to hear and respond to your concerns



THANK YOU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have shown you that aircraft altitudes are controlled solely by the FAA, and they have not changed significantly in recent yearsWe have explained what NextGen is, and although it is not in place yet in Florida, the airport and the FAA will engage with local communities to ensure that residents have the opportunity to learn and provide input before any changes are implementedWhat has changed is the growth in air traffic, both in Orlando and in the nation as a wholeAs a former air traffic control officer in the RCAF, I work closely with Orlando ATC, and I follow MCO operations closely, as a member of the airport team, and with the interests of our neighbours and airport users in mindIn addition, we have the aviation noise abatement committee, an advisory group of citizens from communities in the greater Orlando area that has been in place since 1978 and liaises between the airports and local residents, to help us ensure that your concerns are heard, evaluated and responded toDo know that we will continue to hear and respond to your 
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